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President’s Message
Colorado Golf Coalition - Economic/Environmental 
Impact Study
by  Craig Cahalane, Superintendent, Pole Creek Golf Course

RMGCSA participated in an Economic/
Environmental Impact study that was published 
in 2004.  Now the Colorado Golf Coalition 
(RMGCSA, CGA, Colorado Section PGA and Club 
Managers) is participating in a new study to 
update previous data.  The RMGCSA and Rocky 
Mountain Environmental Golf Institute (RMEGI) 
are key partners in this coalition as the experts 
in golf course maintenance.  This study is to 
promote the game and show the positive impacts 
golf has both economically and environmentally 
in Colorado.  The RMGCSA will be sending out a 

water survey this spring and a pesticide survey this fall.  It is very important 
that all our members participate in order to provide updated and relevant data.

Dan Hawkins, Director of Agronomy and Facility Operations at The Club at 
Flying Horse, and Lance Johnson, CGCS, Parks and Golf Manager for the 
City of Westminster are major players in this study and the Colorado Best 
Management Practices (BMP’s) plan coming out later this fall.  They shared 
with me some of their key points in moving forward:
• First and foremost, ALL Superintendents need to be proactive in promoting 
our industry’s commitment to environmental stewardship.
• We are the stewards for the environment and of the game.  The state wide 
BMP Plan will be a tool for use by all Superintendents to ensure that we are 
being the best stewards of our natural resources and using practices that are 
sustainable. 
• The environmental assessment portion of the Coalition study is another 
tool for Superintendents.  It will enable us to collect and disseminate data to 
scientifically show our responsible and thoughtful use of pesticides.
• The Coalition study will provide the foundation for updated analytics from 
the water study shared in 2004.  This study and future studies will help form 
the basis of our commitment to water conservation, reducing irrigated turf and 
using more efficient watering practices. 
• The very old saying “you are only as strong as your weakest link” applies to 
our industry.  A strong, proactive, educational voice will promote the positive 
effects of our stewardship efforts. 
• It is our responsibility, using the Coalition study and our Colorado BMP plan, 
to continue laying the groundwork from now and into the future that the living, 
breathing ecosystems we maintain are a model of environment stewardship 
and sustainable practices.

When you see the emails with these surveys come across your screen, please 
take the time to fill them out.
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Why Does It Have to Be So Difficult?

I have the incredible task of booking the yearly golf outings for the RMGCSA.  I used the word “incredible” 
but after using my computers thesaurus I should have used words like absurd, improbable, mindboggling, 
unreasonable, ridiculous, hopelessness and so on to describe what I have gone through since the start of 
November last year.  It wasn’t till a week ago that I finally wrapped up the 2019 schedule.  For those that know 
me, I don’t have a lot of hair, I have even less now…why?

I get that the price of doing business has climbed over the years. As a board, we have strived to give golf, food 
and education to you for a reasonable price.  Unfortunately, that looks to be a thing of past and the cost per 
event will now rise a little to account.  Just so you know, we are talking a $5, maybe $10 increase going forward. 
Not awful, knowing everything we do on a daily basis at and away from the course has risen in cost, but why 
does it for us?

What is hard to me swallow is the lack of help from the other side.  Every Superintendent I talked to starting 
last November was eager to host us, some ready to sign on the dotted line that day.  Then, when they talk to 
their GM or Pro we find out that the cost plain doesn’t work for us…. and I am not talking a little, but A LOT. 
Why is it when our local PGA section wants to host at a course they seem give it away?  I know it happens,  and 
I’m sure many of you know the same. Is it because the points winner that year may get a chance to play in the 
PGA Championship? Are Pros that much better than us? Do they drink as much as we do? I don’t think so. 
My question is why is the RMGCSA any different?  We maintain the courses we work at, give our customers/
members and events like the COPGA the best conditions we can possibly give but when we ask for one event 
(sometimes 15 years can go by before the next one may be held at a given course) we are asked to pay 
full price (and in one case this year, higher) for a chance to host others in our association and show off our 
property? Do you get it? I sure don’t.  It just makes no sense to me why our courses can’t make a deal for us 
to host others in our industry.

What are we looking for?  Golf, Carts, range balls, a simple box lunch or buffet and a place to meet before or 
after an event for GCSAA education. The hope is to keep cost to our fellow members reasonable and go for the 
$65 to $75 range.  I really think it can be done and bet the local PGA section events are far cheaper than that.

That’s my gripe for the year…..

A HUGE shout out and thank you to the Superintendents and their facilities for hosting us this year; Derek Rose 
at Eagle Ranch (West Slope), Jordan McCormick 
at Mariana Butte, Rob Neuhauser at Colorado 
National, Justin Fischer at Plum Creek, Brett Lockard 
at Keystone Ranch, Jeremy Casebolt at Todd Creek 
and Jeremiah Stumpff at Omni Interlocken. A nice 
host gift awaits you.

If you are interested in hosting in 2020, please 
let me know.  There are so many good courses in 
this state that we would like to give our members a 
chance to play.
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Director’s Corner 
by Kevin Kallas, Superintendent, Aurora Hills Golf Course

Director’s Corner

Possibility begins with  
empowering you.

For support, please contact Tim Dagg:   

P: 970-301-8632

E: tim.dagg@nutrien.com



Describe your facility.
The Broadmoor golf courses consist of 36 holes. The East Course, which is the 
hotel’s flagship golf course and where 8 Championship tournaments have been 
held, and the West Course both spread out over more than 200 acres. Both 
courses work out of the same maintenance facility which houses all equipment 
and tools for each course. There is also two greenhouses, organic farm, bee apiary, 
and chemical/fertilizer building located in the middle of the courses. The golf 
courses are located at the base of Cheyenne Mountain, sitting at an elevation of 
approximately 6500 feet. 
What do you like about your team?
I like the consistent communication between all supervisors and managers. It is 
absolutely necessary with such a large facility and so many moving parts between 
both courses. Everyone tries to help each other out, even if it means doing 

something that is not on your golf course.
How did you get in the business?
I grew up in an agricultural community, in a family of potato and barley farmers. I got into golf at the age of 8 
from my parents and grandparents who were members at our hometown golf course.  They were good friends 
with the superintendent of that course and eventually that superintendent gave me the opportunity to work in 
golf maintenance and I have stuck with it ever since.
How many years have you worked in golf?
I worked my first full year in golf maintenance at the age of 13, so this is my 19th year working on a golf course.

Continues on page 5
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Scott Metz, East Golf Course Assistant Superintendent, The Broadmoor Golf Club

Assistant Spotlight

Tips for supplying correct �les:

Misc. Tips:
• To avoid any font issues we recommend you 
submit your job in one of the following formats: 
High Quality PDF, .TIFF, Flattened .PSD, High Res 
.JPG.

•  Always convert jobs in RGB to CMYK.

•  300 DPI images for best print results

•  If your jobs includes folds then please use one 
of our templates to avoid issues.  Our templates 
may be found at www.copycraft.com.

Bleed:
Please make sure your document include proper bleed area.  Standard 1/8” around all sides to ensure proper trimming of your job as indicated above.

Multi-page Documents:
If you are submitting the artwork for a booklet or magazine please number each page individually.   Do not submit the art in a “spread” or “reader” layout 
but with each page as an individual file.  Each page should be in a seperate art file numbers cover, page 1, page 2, page 3, and etc.

Spot Color/Transparency Issues:
Always convert your pantone colors to CMYK.  This will resolve any issues with transparencies (drop shadows, glows, etc.) and pantone color conversion.  
This problem only occurs when pantone colors are used with transparency effects with converting to CMYK.

Centered Artwork:
Do not leave empty areas around your artwork.  Our pre-press system needs to have files properly centered with appropriate bleed.  Crop marks are not 
necessary but helpful when submitting your artwork.

8.5” from the 
ground up.

Discover more at 
www.simplotpartners.com
© 2017 J.R. Simplot Company.

To give your turf a

Denton Kurtz
Simplot Partners | Colorado
@DentonKurtz_SP
denton.kurtz@simplot.com
cell: (970) 230-0450

Jason Aerni
Simplot Partners | Colorado
@aerniturfguy
jason.aerni@simplot.com
cell: (970) 231-5632

Innovation 
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Continued from page 4

What is your favorite hole at the Broadmoor?
9 East - it’s a sharp dog leg left, short par 5 that tempts you to go for the green in two with an uphill shot that 
has to carry a pond that sits in front of the green.
What do you do when you are not working?
I enjoy working in my yard whenever I have the time. I love to play golf in the summers as well as camping, 
snowboarding and skeet shooting in the winters.
What is the most rewarding part of being an assistant for you?
The most rewarding part about being an assistant is the constant learning from my peers in this industry 
and the opportunity to try new things that improve my skills in the field. It’s also rewarding as an assistant to 
work with interns and to help improve their knowledge and skills on a golf course.
Pants or shorts?
Pants during work, shorts to play golf
What was your favorite part of hosting the 2018 U.S. Senior Open?
Having the resources and man power to produce championship conditions that are viewed by millions of 
people around the world. It was also my second Championship worked and the experience is priceless.
What is your favorite tool in your cart?
Cup cutter
What is a challenge that is unique to the Broadmoor golf team?
The golf team not only maintains 36 holes of golf, but we also maintain the Broadmoor’s Wilderness 
Properties which are satellite properties of the hotel located in the nearby mountains. We maintain all the 
grounds of these properties including irrigation, landscape, hardscape and road maintenance to include 
grading of dirt roads as well as snow plowing in the winter.
What is the most unexpected thing you found yourself doing because you are an assistant?
Hiring of new employees, which is good experience to have.
Tell me a little about your family.
Agricultural based family, parents and grandparents were avid golfers which started me at a young age. 
Grandparents had homes in Colorado and Arizona so I grew up playing golf in two different states. Currently, 
half of my family lives in Colorado and other half in Scottsdale, Arizona. I have an older sister who lives 
in Boise, Idaho. Four uncles and four aunts, and one living grandmother who lives in AZ. Married to my 
beautiful wife for 5 years and expecting our first baby girl in two weeks! 

Call your WinField United representative 
today to learn how we can help you win.

Jim Taylor 
(303) 408-8090   
JLTaylor@landolakes.com                                      

Rob Garcia 
(303) 396-4215   
RAGarcia@landolakes.com        

Darin Miller 
(303) 748-2935   
DJMiller@landolakes.com
                                

Customer Service 
(970) 535-4413

winfieldunitedpro.com
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS. Droplex, Wick and WinField are 

Solutions, LLC.
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By Dane Bennett, Superintendent, Red Sky Golf Club (Norman Course)

Describe your facility?
Semi Private Facility with 36 Holes of Golf owned by Vail Resorts.
Two separate maintenance facilities with two superintendents and one 
Director of Golf
What makes your facility unique?
Two 18 hole courses.  Members play on even days and public play on 
odd days.
What is the biggest challenge you’ve faced at your facility?
The first thing would be staffing.  Finding good help is tough in the 
mountain areas.  However, the ski staff from winter time helps a lot. 
Bunkers are deteriorating. Not only do the Elk contribute to the 
damage, the freeze/thaw cycle is also hard on them.
What do you like about your team?
We all like working outside.  The team is very experienced.  My 1st 

assistant has been with me for 10 years, 2nd assistant for 4 years, Irrigation Tech for 10 years, and the 
newest member of my team is the Mechanic.
What are you getting right at your facility?
Right now we are going through a major bunker renovation. Improving most of them with proper drainage 
and reducing some bunkers by 30-40% in size for our members is important. We are also eliminating 
bunkers that are out of play.
What would you tell someone that is interested in getting into golf course management?
Keep an open mind, learn as much as you can, and never be the first to leave for the day.
How did you get in the business?
Started playing high school golf in Kansas City.  I went to Kansas State for college and received a degree in 
Golf Course Management.  Always just loved playing golf.
What is your favorite hole at Red Sky Golf Club?
Hole 17, it is a long Par 4 heading east with good views of Vail’s Back Bowls.
Favorite tool in your cart?
Field Scout PDR 300.  It helps manage hand watering.
Little known fun/fact about your facility?
This is an ongoing joke around here, but the original use of this land was a Goat Ranch in the 90’s.
Biggest change while being in the golf industry?
The staffing, it is getting harder and harder to find help.
What do you do when not at work?
Mountain biking and golfing.
Tell me a little about your family?  
Married for 2.5 years.  My wife sells real estate in 
Vail and we have two black Labrador Retrievers.

Superintendent Spotlight
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By Jason Hinkley, CPS Distributors

What is your current affiliate company and your position. How long 
have you been in this position? 
CPS Distributors, I am the Golf Representative, 1 year 8 months
Where are you based out of and what territory do you cover?  
I cover the Front Range of Colorado, all of Wyoming, and South Western 
corner of Nebraska
What are the responsibilities of your company to our industry, and 
how is your company involved with RMGCSA?
At CPS Distributors, we partner with professionals to provide the very 
best in product selection, financing, and customer service. CPS exists to 
help our customers succeed in business. We believe the success of your 
business is directly related to the success of our business. This is why we 
provide the very best people, training, and inventory to help your business 
succeed.

What might we be surprised to know about your company?
CPS Distributors was founded in 1890 and has been serving the Colorado market ever since.
Did you go to college?  If so, where and what major did you graduate with?
Colorado State University –BS in Landscape Horticulture/Turf grass Management 
How and when did you begin working in the golf industry and what do you like most about it?
I began my golf career at Columbine Country Club in 1999. I always enjoyed seeing how the turf reacted to 
a well-managed property.  My favorite task still is walk-mowing greens.  Although I don’t get the opportunity 
any more.  
Tell us a little about your family, and what hobbies or activities you participate in when you are 
not at work?
I have been married to my lovely wife for 15 years and am the proud father of 2 boys and a girl.  I have 
picked up a few hobbies in the last few years - brewing kombucha, hiking, camping, and snowboarding
What are the biggest changes you have seen in the profession since you began your career? Or, 
what are the most important changes that the company has seen the past 5-10 years?
The implementation of HDPE pipe into golf about 15 years ago.  
Do you regularly attend RMGCSA meetings or events, if so why are they important?  
I try to attend as many RMGCSA meetings as possible, they are a great chance to network and to hear how 
everyone is maintaining and beautifying their properties
What would you like other people to know about RMGCSA?
It’s a great organization that provides support and education to its members
You know a lot of people in our industry. What 
are they saying are the biggest obstacles to 
overcome for them to be successful?
Labor and water savings
You get to see many facilities and properties. 
What is an interesting new or innovative practice 
you have seen?
Rain Bird IC, POGO, AirInject, and increased interest in 
automated greens mowers. 

Affiliate Angle



On the morning of April 17th, members from the RMGCSA were joined 
by the CWGA, CGA, Colorado PGA and the CMAA at the Capital for 
coffee and breakfast with Colorado Legislators for the fourth annual 
Golf Alliance Day at the Capitol.

The main objective of the RMGCSA at this event is to educate legislators 
on the challenges golf courses face with respect to shortages in labor 
force, the H2B Visa program, and finally water usage and conservation. 
A steady stream of Legislators attended and showed interest in all of 
the alliance partners. The main points of discussion focused on the economic impact of golf, water conservation 
and the environmental stewardship of the associations. 

Jennifer Cassell, the RMGCSA lobbyist, helped lead the golf alliance day at the Capital representing the Golf 
Alliance. Jennifer and her team attend the Legislative sessions for the Golf Alliance and keep the associations 
informed of pending regulations that may affect golf courses in Colorado. 

The event was also attended by two new local celebrities, Chunya Boonta and Caitlyn Chin. Both girls represented 
Colorado golf while they competed in the Drive Chip and Putt competition finals at Augusta National during the 
Masters.

After the meet and greet, members from all associations had the opportunity to sit in on the morning session 
of the Colorado State Senate proceedings. 
This event is a great way to share our passion 
for the game of golf. We hope to see everyone 
at the Capitol in 2020!
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4th Annual Golf Alliance Day at the Capitol
By Chris Lewis, CGCS, General Manager, Broadlands Golf Course

 Golf Alliance
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2019 Leaders/Executives Symposium
by Tim Davis, Golf Course Superintendent, Legacy Ridge Golf Course

Last March, I was fortunate enough to be able to attend the 2019 Leaders/
Executives Symposium at the GCSAA Headquarters in Lawrence Kansas.  Because 
I’m originally from Kansas it was kind of nice to return home, although Lawrence 
is considered the wrong side of the tracks to a K-Stater and Manhattan townie.  Of 
course I’m kidding, Lawrence is great, KU was on spring break, and it was a great 
opportunity to revisit some of my old favorite spots like Free State Brewery and 
The Bottleneck.  I was glad to see that some things never change.  Like the super 
glamorous bathrooms at The Bottleneck. 

Forty-three chapter volunteers and association 
staff members were in attendance to strengthen 
their leadership skills. The program is intended 

to reinforce each chapter’s leadership team, build on successes and learn 
new concepts and ideas to support chapter effectiveness.

I was fortunate enough to be able to participate in sessions focused on 
a broad segment of volunteer and association management topics while 
networking with my industry peers.  GCSAA staff also highlight the various 
ways the association can assist in chapter operations.

Day one included sexual harassment and discrimination training, GCSAA programming updates, a Rules of 
Golf Update and round-table Discussions that allowed chapter executives and leaders to discuss important 
issues as they relate to chapter operations.  On day two, GCSAA CEO Rhett Evans outlined the association’s 
new branding objectives, which focus on the GCSAA and chapters working together to increase recognition.  
There was also a very informative discussion on managing individuals from various generations.  

While all the information and topics discussed in these sessions were extremely beneficial and well received 
by all the attendees, the biggest takeaway for me will be how well respected the RMGCSA is by its peers.  The 
vision our past leaders had, combined with the passion of current leaders, continues to make us a strong 
association that others look up to. 



RMGCSA Chapter Ski Day
With snow covering the vast majority of our golf courses statewide, some of the RMGCSA chapter 
members were able to escape to the A-Basin ski outing on February 28th. Our association would like to 
thank Brian McBride (Mile High Turfgrass), Joe Wilkins (Green Valley Turf), and Bruce Scott (Green Valley 
Turf) for sponsoring the event and providing food and drink. The weather turned out to be very nice for 
the majority of the day, with a cold wind coming up late in the day. The “Beach” spot was fantastic, and 
offered our members a chance to ski in, grab a bite 
or a beverage, and then ski back to the lifts. Many 
courses and affiliate members joined in on the fun with 
approximately 30-40 total participants. Thank you to all 
that came out and we hope that you enjoyed your day 
on the mountain!
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THE MOST ADVANCED IRRIGATION SOLUTION IN THE INDUSTRY. Heavy-duty TTS-800 rotors 
provide maximum uniformity and longevity in the field. The rotors have an extra-large, fast-access flange 
compartment that comfortably accommodates wire connections and two-way modules. No-dig Total Top 
Serviceability means maintenance is a breeze.

GOLF IRRIGATION | Built on Innovation®

Learn more at hunterindustries.com/golf

Todd Morris  
(303) 981-0788   |   www.dbcirrigation.com 
DBC is the exclusive Hunter Golf irrigation distributor for the Rocky Mountain region.

PRECISION ENGINEERING, INSIDE AND OUT
Introducing TTS-800 Series Golf Rotors

Robert Wilson
Territory Manager,
Aquatrols

      1-513-319-1827
      rwilson@aquatrols.com

      3424 Steven Drive
      Plano, TX  75023

For over 60 years, Aquatrols soil 
surfactants have built a global 

reputation for innovation, reliability 
and value by delivering the results 

you need to achieve success.

Ron Retzlaff           Michael Hays
303-746-0947               970-356-4710
rretzlaff@buffalobrandseed.com                 mhays@buffalobrandseed.com

BuffaloBrandSeed.com

Turf  and Native Grasses, Bentgrass
Wildflowers and Custom Mixes

Back by popular demand, CORNHOLE CHAMPIONSHIPS OF THE WORLD, or the RMGCSA chapter, but it 
is all the same. This year we are bringing back the cornhole event on Monday evening with some slight 
changes. This year’s event will be traditional cornhole rules throughout the entire event. Traditional 21 
Scoring - In this game opposing players’ frame points cancel one another out. Only those points that do not 
cancel out apply to the total overall score. Example: Team A scores 5 points in a frame and Team B scores 
6 points in the same frame. Team B scores 1 point for that frame. With that cleared up, start thinking 
about a partner and join us for the event. Football will be on during the cornhole event and it is a great 
time to meet with fellow members and vendors in a relaxing environment. We look forward to seeing you 
again this year!

Cornhole Event Returns
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www.harrells.com  |  800.282.8007

NEVER DUPLICATED

POLYON® Controlled-Release Fertilizer. Feeding YOUR Success.
POLYON® is a radically different fertilizer concept – one that can deliver radically better growing results for you.  The key to the consistent, 
predictable release of POLYON® fertilizer is all in the exclusive, durable polymer membrane that coats each granule (our proprietary reactive-layer 
coating, or RLC).  During the coating phase of the manufacturing process, a bond is formed with the substrate ensuring consistency  
and durability in every particle.  Choose POLYON® and you will get guaranteed results backed by our POLYGRAPH® Guarantee.

OFTEN IMITATED

GARY SCHINDERLE
(719) 491-0590
gschinderle@harrells.com

ROBERT GONZALES
(719) 648-3535
rgonzales@harrells.com
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AQUATIC  |  GOLF & SPORTS TURF  |  LANDSCAPE  |  NURSERY  |  VEGETATION MGMT

TSP EDGE EXPO DIR AD R1_11-17-17

target-specialty.com

Norcross, GA:
5785 Brook Hollow Pkwy
Suite C
Norcross, GA 30071
678-274-8079

Contact our Georgia Selas Representatives.
Bud Brown 678-274-8079
Ike Faulkenberry 770-710-2843
Gary Gibson 678-371-0130

We deliver Turf 
& Lawn Care 
solutions in 
MORE ways 
than one.

LOCATIONS
With over 40 Locations— a National 
presence providing same-day or 
next-day delivery in most regions.

SUPPORT
Providing enhanced industry 
experience, expertise and solutions.

PRODUCTS
A comprehensive line of quality, 
effective products and solutions.

TRAINING
Training and education by industry 
experts, with opportunity to earn 
CEU credits.

PURCHASING OPTIONS
By phone, in person or using our 
simple and convenient online store.

SOLUTIONS
DELIVERING 

Social icon

Rounded square
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

Nick di Lorenzo - 303-934-3200 Disease resistant, drought tolerant, 
and Sod- Quality Seed Guaranteed.

605 25th St. Greeley, CO 80632 
970-356-7002 

1-800-782-5947 
www.pawneebuttesseed.com 
info@pawneebuttesseed.com

44 years of 

experience! 
 

Give us a call 

today! 
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RMGCSA New Member Roll Call 
New Member Roll Call:
• Shane Allen, Equipment Manager, Broadmoor 

Hotel
• Steve Ingebritson, Chief Equipment Operator, Pole 

Creek Golf Club
• Justin Kochevar, Golf Course Superintendent, 

Ironbridge Golf Club
• John Lambrecht, Golf Course Superintendent, 

Boomerang Links
• Joseph Lingenfelter, Equipment Manager, Estes 

Valley Rec and Park Dis.
• Brian McCloud, Territory Manager Southwest, 

Prime Source
• Graham McDaniel, Assistant Superintendent, 

Rollingstone Ranch Golf Club
• Clay McKinley, Superintendent, Cornerstone Club
• Kyle Pauley, Second Assistant, Greeley Country 

Club
• Kyle Postlethwaite, Sales Representative, Colorado 

Golf & Turf, Inc.

First EM Certificate Program Level 2 in Colorado
Brandon Smith, Equipment Manager at Saddle Rock 
Golf Course, is the first in Colorado to complete the 
Equipment Management Certificate Program Level 
2. To begin earning this certificate, the recipient 
must first have completed all eight certificates of the 
Level 1 program. Level 2 focuses on proficiency in 
advanced skills of: Adminstrative Management, Best 
Management Practices, Cutting Units, Drivetrains, 
Electrical Systems, Engine Technology, Hydraulic 
Systems, Metalworking & Fabrication, Spray Systems 
and Turfgrass Operations. Congratulations to 
Brandon!

COLORADO SPRINGS
7380 Space Village Ave 
719-550-0680

PARKER
19020 Longs Way 
303-841-2299

Visit us online at www.PBEquip.com
Mon-Fri 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Sat 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Proven brands and service. From our family to yours.

Depend on Potestio Brothers,  
Colorado’s number one supplier for  
John Deere Sports Turf Equipment.

BUILT ON 
equipment that 
stays on course.

9009A TerrainCut™ Rough Mower
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Supporting the organization and those businesses that support us.

Platinum Partners ($4000+)

Silver Partners ($2000 - $2999)

Gold Partners ($3000+)

Please consider our sponsors when making purchasing decisions. These industry partners are dedicated to helping 
you run successful operations and be profitable businesses.

Bronze Partners ($1,000 - $1,999)

2019 Industry Partners
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Official Publication of the Rocky Mountain Golf 
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Westminster, CO 80234
Phone: 303-255-9611

May 20, 2019  Assistant Superintendent Outing
   Mariana Butte Golf Course

June 11, 2019 Memorial Tournament
   Colorado National Golf Club

July 15, 2019  Annual Tournament
   Plum Creek Golf Club 

August 12, 2019 Affiliate Cup
   Keystone Ranch

Sept. 16, 2019 September Challenge
   Todd Creek Golf Club

October 8, 2019 Best Tournament Ever
   Omni Interlocken

Stay connected: like and follow:

smile.amazon.com/ch/26-4323076

facebook.com/Rocky-Mountain-Golf-Course-
Superintendents-Association

twitter.com/RMGCSA

rockymountaingcsa

Calendar of Events...

www.rmgcsa.org | 303-255-9611 | info@rmgcsa.org
12110 N. Pecos St., Suite 220

Westminster, CO 80234


